The density of myelinated fibres is related to the fascicle diameter in human superficial peroneal nerve. Statistical study of 41 normal samples.
The density of myelinated fibres in the superficial peroneal nerve was studied in 41 samples from 24 control human subjects. Photographic montages of the whole nerve fascicle were made from semithin and ultrathin transverse sections and used for a statistical analysis of sampling procedures, range of variations and relations between density and other variables. The results indicate that the spatial distribution of myelinated fibres within a nerve is often non-uniform. Therefore, it was not possible to define a statistically valid sampling system. The study of relations between variables shows the lack of any correlation between density and age and a considerable variation in the density. In contrast, there is a strong positive linear correlation between the surface area of the nerve fascicle and its content of myelinated fibres. That is, the fibre density of a given normal nerve is related to its diameter and can be predicted within a narrow range of error. We propose the term "derived density" for this value, and its application as a tool in the diagnosis of peripheral neuropathies is now being studied.